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Video demosessie

Dit is de onbewerkte versie van de demonstratie-sessie. Binnen twee weken komt hier een bewerkte versie beschikbaar.
WESPOT: INQUIRY BASED LEARNING (IBL)

http://www.wespot.net
IBL model

Questions → Operationalization → Data Collection → Data Analysis → Interpretation → Communication → Questions
Personal Inquiry Manager (PIM)
Personal Inquiry Manager (PIM)
Glass Personal Inquiry Manager - GPIM

- 5 MP images
- 12 Gb of memory
- Bluetooth = GPS + Accelerometer
- Eye sensor
- 720p Video
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Set your hypothesis
Tap to set your hypothesis

Glass Personal Inquiry Manager - GPIM
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Glass Personal Inquiry Manager - GPIM

Collect data for your inquiry
Tap to access to media menu

Take picture
Tap to take a picture

Record video
Tap to record a video

Create a note
Tap to create a voice note

View data
Tap to display data already collected
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Glass Personal Inquiry Manager - GPIM

...DEMO
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